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In Reply Refer To:
' Docket: ~50-285.
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' Omaha Public' Power District-
ATTN: 'W. C. Jones,.Sr. Vice President

Nuciear Operations .;
J1623 Harney Street I

'

Omaha, Nebraska 68102

Dear Mr. Jones:

K In March 1986, NRC Region IV sponsored a meeting of senior. utility executives
.

to'' discuss a variety of~ regulatory issues. We believe the meeting was useful,
'

-therefore, we propose that another similar meeting be held in the regional
? office in Arlington,~ Texas. If there are issues-that you would like to
L discuss, please let me know and I will develop a proposed agenca. In general,

the meeting is planned to'bc 4 to 6 hours .in length and begin in the late
morning and end in early afternoon to allow travel the same day.

'It is my intent to cover such items as (1) SALP process in Region IV;
(2) improving communication with licensee management; (3) Region IV's
enforcement philosophy; (4) how to improve safety. performance; and (5) any
topics that you or;your colleagues may wish to discuss,

'I!would like to schedule this meeting sometime in August, as'I will be out
of the country the month of September, and I would like to be-aole to finalize
a schedule as'soon as possible. I would offer the.following cates, Aug 8, 15
or 16', and ask that you advise me at your earliest. convenience if you can'
attend and which dates you prefer. Please respond to Jim Milboan, (817-860-8183)
who will handle the arrangements for this meeting.

In order to assure manageable and candid discussion, I wou',d suggest that~the
size'of our group be limited. .Therefore, I would ask that this invitation'be
limited to yourself and no more than one other.

I look forward to your response and to a successful and productive meeting.

Sincerely,

ORIGINAL SIGNED BY

ROBERT D. MARTIN

Robert D. Martin |
Regional Administrator

'

(See Next Page for cc Listing)
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Fort Calhoun Station- -2-

CC:
Fort Calhoun Station
ATTN: G.,R. Peterson, Manager
P.O. Box 399
Fort Calhoun, Nebraska 68023

Harry.H. Voigt, Esq.
LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby & MacRae ,

1333 New Hampshire Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20036

I

Neb-aska Radiation Control Program Director j

cc to DMB (IE45)

bec distrib. by RIV: 1

1
*R.D. Martin, RA *RPB-DRSS

*Section Chief (DRP/B) *DRS
*Li sa- Shea , RM/ALF *DRP~
* Project Engineer (DRP/B) "RRI
*P. Milano. NRR Project Manager (MS: 13-D-18) ;

*RIV File
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